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Computer Simulation and Animation in Engineering Mechanics:
A Critical Review and Analysis
Abstract
Nearly all students in mechanical, aerospace, civil, environmental, and biomedical engineering
majors are required to take engineering mechanics courses. These courses cover a broad
spectrum of foundational engineering concepts and require students to have solid spatial
visualization skills. This paper presents a critical literature review and analysis of the behavioral
and technical constructs of published studies on the development and assessment of web-based
computer simulation and animation (CSA) modules and programs used in engineering mechanics
education, particularly in engineering statics and dynamics. Popular databases, such as
EBSCOhost, ERIC, Web of Knowledge, and annual ASEE conference proceedings, were
employed to identify relevant papers.
This paper presents definitions of the terms “computer simulation” and “computer animation.”
Three important aspects of CSA modules and programs are described in great detail, including 1)
web-based CSA modules and programs developed for engineering mechanics; 2) cognitive
aspects of interactive learning with web-based CSA modules and programs; and 3) development
of interactive web-based CSA modules and programs. Based on relevant studies published in the
literature, this paper analyzes nine characteristics among published studies, including 1)
commonly-reported student learning outcomes; 2) sample sizes; 3) area of study; 4) authoring
tools, development software, and proprietary software on the client side; 5) mathematic equation
presentation; 6) user control; 7) other media besides animation; 8) experimental design; and 9)
data collection methods.
The critical literature review and analysis preformed in the present study resulted in a series of
research findings. For example, it was found that many existing CSA modules and programs
developed for engineering mechanics were not designed in a way in which cognitive principles
associated with Cognitive Learning Theory could be adequately addressed in order to reduce
cognitive load and therefore enhance student learning more effectively. Most assessment studies
reported in the literature relied heavily on students’ responses to self-reported questionnaire
surveys, which might not truly reflect student learning gains. Many assessment studies were
performed with neither a control group nor random assignment of student participants, omissions
which presented a significant threat to their validity. Based on our research findings descried in
this paper, we suggest that particular attention be paid to control students’ cognitive load at an
appropriate level when designing and implementing CSA modules and programs in order to
maximize student learning outcomes.
Introduction
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In learning many engineering subjects, students must develop skills to visualize the motion of
objects over space and time. With advances in computer technology and communication
networks, more and more engineering educators have employed web-based computer simulation
and animation (CSA) modules to enhance student visualization and understanding of complex

concepts and phenomena1. There is also a growing trend in industry to use online CSA in a
variety of professional training programs for employees. Typically, the learning objectives of
these professional training programs focus more on advanced topics that employees need to learn
in order to carry out his/her work, rather than on broad foundational topics taught in traditional
undergraduate classrooms.
CSA modules are employed in undergraduate courses in the broad area of engineering
mechanics, such as statics, dynamics, and strength of materials (or alternatively called mechanics
of materials). These courses are high-enrollment, high-impact, and core courses that nearly all
students in mechanical, aerospace, civil, environmental, and biomedical engineering majors are
required to take. For example, many universities and colleges offer engineering mechanics
either as an integrated course that covers both statics and dynamics, or as two separate courses
with one course focusing on statics and the other subsequent course focusing on dynamics.
Engineering mechanics covers a broad spectrum of foundational engineering concepts and
requires students to have strong spatial visualization skills and abstract thinking and reasoning
skills. A wide variety of CSA modules (also called CSA programs in the literature) have been
developed to enhance student learning in dynamics (such as by Cornwell 2, Fong 3, and Stanley 4,
5
), statics (such as by Hubing et al. 6, and Sidhu, Ramesh, & Selvanathan 7), both dynamics and
statics (such as by Deliktas 8 and William II et al. 9), and strength of materials (such as by
Rhymer, Jensen, & Bowe 10). The reported benefits of these CSA modules and programs on
students vary among different studies. In most studies, students reported that CSA modules and
programs enhanced their spatial visualization skills, improved their understanding of course
materials, and helped them gain interactive and independent learning experiences. However, in
other studies, student participants expressed high dissatisfaction with some features of CSA
modules and programs, such as user interactivities and increased time taken to learn 3. The true
benefits of CSA in engineering mechanics, however, remain debatable due to the lack of rigorous
assessments requiring a control group and randomly assigned student participants.
On the other hand, research findings from cognitive psychology as well as from learning and
instruction sciences suggest that animation does not have significant advantages over still
pictures11, 12, 13. It has been argued that in many situations, animation increases cognitive load
and distracts learners 14. Even in abstract domains of knowledge, like computer algorithms or
physics concepts, animation does not prove to be superior over a traditional textbook with static
graphics. However, animation is beneficial over static graphics in cases in which users are given
controls over the pace of animation and the contents presented to them, and thus have
interactivity with the animated graphics 13, 15. Some researchers have used the Cognitive Load
Theory to explain the learning process with animation, and suggested principles for the design
and development of computer animation programs to maximize student learning outcomes.
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The overall goal of the extensive literature review presented in this paper is to investigate the
behavioral and technical constructs of published research studies on web-based CSA modules
and programs in statics and dynamics. CSA modules developed for other engineering mechanics
courses, such as strength of materials, are not covered in this paper and will be addressed in
detail in future work. Popular databases, such as EBSCOhost, ERIC, Web of Knowledge, and
annual ASEE conference proceedings, were employed to identify pertinent papers reporting the

development and assessment of web-based CSA in the engineering mechanics classroom. Four
relevant papers were initially identified by using a combination of the following keywords/key
phrases: engineering mechanics, animation, simulation, and web based. Seven additional papers
were subsequently identified by searching the references listed in the initial four articles as well
as by searching other secondary sources. Papers that addressed spatial visualization and
interactive learning in statics and dynamics were also examined. Papers published before 1996 or
which did not involve web-based learning activities were excluded from the present study.
The remaining parts of this paper contain the following contents. First, the definitions of
computer simulation and computer animation are provided. Then, three important aspects of
CSA modules and programs are described in great detail, including: 1) web-based CSA modules
and programs developed for engineering mechanics; 2) cognitive aspects of interactive learning
with web-based CSA modules and programs; and 3) the development of interactive web-based
CSA modules and programs. Next, the study characteristics of 11 published papers on the
development and assessment of CSA modules and programs are analyzed, with summary reports
provided in Appendices A and B. Suggestions and conclusions are made at the end of this paper.
Definitions of Computer Simulation and Computer Animation
Although computer animation and simulation have been used to help students visualize a variety
of phenomena, the terms of “computer simulation” and “computer animation” are not explicitly
well defined in most of the studies that are examined in this paper. Only a few studies included
definitions of these two terms. According to Larvive 16, “animation” is a form of cartoon used to
help one visualize a difficult concept, in place of a description of the concept in words; and
“simulation” is a program that accepts inputs, and simulates experimentations via computer
calculation. Homer and Hayward 17 defined animation as a dynamic visualization that displays
the process of change over time, and defined simulation as an interactive dynamic visualization
which permits learners to control and manipulate the dynamic presentation of information. In
comparison to animation, simulation is usually more computationally expensive because it is
based on a mathematical model that simulates a scientific processes. Rieber et al.18 noted that
computer simulation not only provides a dynamic visualization, but also processes the
underlying mathematical calculation in a complex system and helps learners focus on conceptual
understanding of the system 18. The view of computer animation as a series of frames put in
sequence is reflected in the following definition by Betrancourt &Tversky 12 :
“Computer animation refers to any application that generates a series of frames, so that
each frame appears as an alteration of the previous one, and in which the sequence of
frames is determined either by the designer or the user.”
According to the above definition, if the frames contain texts, pictures, and 2D or 3D graphics in
different sizes, shapes, positions, and colors, computer animation can consist of text animation,
color animation, graphic animation, or a combination of these animations.
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Simulation and animation are two separate steps in commercial multi-physics simulation
software packages (such as ANSYS and COMSOL) and in multi-body system simulation
software (such as MSC Adams). During the simulation step, computers actually do calculations

and store output data in their internal memory or files. During the animation step, computers read
the output data, render it into graphical images, and present simulation results on the computer
screen. For example, in an ANSYS computational fluid dynamics simulation, the computer
program discretizes the spatial domain and solves governing equations for mass, momentum, and
energy for each finite volume. In a multi-body computer program, computers calculate position,
velocity, acceleration, and force for all parts in the system, and determine how forces are
transferred from one part to another. In order to meet market demands for different postprocessing requirements, the output data generated from simulation steps in these commercial
simulation programs can be written into a wide array of file formats for purposes of visualization
and evaluation. Plots, tables, images, and animations are some typical approaches to reporting
simulation results.
In summary, computer simulation is considered to be scientifically-based and has been used in
science and engineering to simulate real-world physical processes and phenomena without
building a real-world physical model, the latter of which can be complicated, hazardous,
expensive, and time consuming in many situations. However, animation is considered a dynamic
presentation of graphics, texts, and colors that are put in sequential frames to obtain certain
visual effects (for aesthetics, appeal, or viewer’s attention gaining, etc.). Simulation is not
necessarily connected to animation, and vice versa. They do not necessarily take place at the
same time or on the same computer, as in the case of simulation using server cluster
technology 19. In many fields, animation may involve mathematic calculations that are based on
computational methods, as in physics-based animation; therefore, the discrepancy between
animation and simulation sometimes becomes blurred. Usually, engineering educators develop
CSA modules and programs for their own courses. For the learning modules and programs that
involve only animation, no mathematical models are used to build the animation. For those that
involve both simulation and animation, the output data from simulation are fed directly into
animation as if both steps take place simultaneously. Nevertheless, the terms of simulation and
animation are actually used interchangeably by many engineering educators.
Web-Based CSA Modules and Programs Developed for Engineering Mechanics
Spatial visualization skills
In some literature, visualization skills are referred to as spatial visualization skills, or visualspatial skills, which encompass a student’s skills to generate, recall, and manipulate 2D or 3D
objects within his or her mind. Mohler 20 emphasized that many researchers in engineering
disciplines acknowledge the importance of spatial visualization skills. As a student advances in
his or her program of study, spatial visualization skills become increasingly important. Sorby,
Drummer, & Hungwe 21 noted that spatial visualization skills and mental rotation skills are
especially important for technical professions, such as engineering. From a research study among
technology education teachers, Brown 22 found that chunking-related techniques, such as
visualization and graphic organizers, were important in teaching and learning. Eighty percent (n
= 30) of technology education teachers rated visualization skills as essential or very important.
The remaining 20% rated visualization skills as important or somewhat important.
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Not all people are born with high visualization skills. Findings from many research studies
conclude that learners’ visualization skills can be significantly improved through effective
training, particularly for those who performed poorly in a spatial skill test 23. Cornwell 2 found
that a dynamic simulation program, called Working Model, helped students visualize the motion
of an object. He argued that the simulation program was beneficial for students, helping them to
observe the complex motions of rigid body systems. For example, students could observe the
change in acceleration at various points on a rotating rigid body. Computer simulation and
animation modules provide students with visual support, so students can develop mental models
to understand the behavior of a complex physical system in the real world. As Greeno, Collin, &
Resnik 24 pointed out, “these simulations allow students to learn important knowledge and skills
in contexts that they could never participate in naturally, to see features that are invisible in real
environments (e.g., the center of mass, the insides of pipes), to control variables that are not
possible to control in the real world, and to see these in action, unlike static text figures.”
CSA modules’ benefits in engineering mechanics education
Students must have strong visualization skills in order to understand kinematic concepts in an
engineering dynamics problem. For example, the general planar motion of a rigid body can be
described as a combination of translation and rotation. To determine velocities and accelerations
at various points on a rigid body that undergoes a general planar motion, students need to
perform relative motion analysis, a process that requires spatial visualization skills. In relative
motion analysis, one set of coordinates is fixed and measures absolute displacements, either
rotation or translation, of a rigid body. The other set of coordinates is attached to the selected
“base point” on a rigid body and measures relative displacements, either rotation or translation,
of other points on the same rigid body.
Take Figure 1, bar AB in a four-bar linkage system, as a specific example 25. In a traditional
instructional material, such as a textbook 25, the general planar motion of bar AB in Fig. 1 is
divided into two phases and is depicted by two static illustration figures. First, the entire bar AB
translates by an amount dr so that A, called the “base point,” moves to the final position, and
point B move to B'. Then the bar AB rotates about A by an angle of dθ so that B' undergoes a
relative displacement drB/A and moves to its final position B 25

Figure 1. Relative-motion analysis 25.
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However, in reality, the bar AB neither translates and then rotates, nor, alternatively, rotates and
then translates as described in the textbook 25. It rotates and translates simultaneously. Animation
offers potential advantages over static graphics by explicitly depicting dynamic changes in the
bar’s position over time, rather than requiring the learner to “mentally” figure out those changes.
In addition, animation helps learners visualize the motion and relationship among component
parts of complex systems or structures 8, 19, 26. For example, compared to static graphics,
animation helps students better understand the concept of instantaneous center in a general
planar motion of a rigid body 27.
Animation can represent the relationships between variables more explicitly than can a
mathematical equation. With animation on a computer screen, students can clearly observe how
vector variables change in magnitude and direction. For example, in Stanley’s studies 5, 28, an
animated motorcycle traveled along a defined path with a constant tangential acceleration. The
students were asked, “Why does the acceleration vector change direction and magnitude as it
moves along the trajectory?” Mathematically, the motorcycle’s normal acceleration is
proportional to its velocity and inversely proportional to the radius of the trajectory curve. From
the mathematic equations alone, not many students could figure out the answer to this question.
However, with the computer animation program, eighty-five percent of the students answered
correctly 5, 28. Figure 2 shows screenshots of the animated motorcycle module and it inputs and
outputs.

Figure 2. The animated motorcycle module and its inputs and outputs 5.
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Cognitive Aspects of Interactive Learning with Web-Based CSA Modules and Programs
Cognition Load Theory (CLT) and instructional animation
Education researchers have used Cognition Load Theory (CLT) to study the effectiveness of
computer simulation and animation on the human learning process, and to provide guidance for
instructional animation development11, 29, 30. CLT considers human cognition as a natural
information-processing system with long-term memory as the “central storage” and working
memory as the “buffer storage.” The goal of any form of instruction is to acquire organized
knowledge stored in long-term memory. The more structured knowledge on a certain field that is
stored in one’s long-term memory, the more skillful he or she will be in that field. Working
memory is limited in duration as well as in capacity for dealing with new, unfamiliar information
from the outside world. This information-processing system processes three types of cognitive
load: 1) intrinsic load, which refers to the intrinsic nature of the learning material; 2) extraneous
load, which refers to the presentation of the learning material; and 3) germane load, which refers
to the working memory resources to acquire information 30.
The Cognition Load Theory offered some suggestions to make CSA modules and programs more
effective. According to Hasler, Kersten & Sweller 29, the three types of cognitive load are
additive, and an instructional design is considered effective when the total cognitive load is
within the working memory limit of a learner. Because the intrinsic load cannot be altered,
reducing extraneous load (and therefore, increasing germane load) can make instructional
animation more effective. Ayres el al.30 proposed a set of strategies, such as combining statics
and animation, giving the learner control over the animation pace, segmenting animation into
parts, and leaving traces of the past frame’s information on the computer screen. These strategies
can reduce extraneous load. Most existing CSA modules and programs have given users a certain
degree of control over animation and a full degree of control over the module’s contents by
offering functions such as navigation, stop, play, fast forward, and rewind. However, most
existing CSA modules and programs provide learners with no opportunity to control (usually
slow down) the speed of animation or to use the tracing strategy. These latter two strategies are
especially helpful in animating complex motions in engineering dynamics education, such as a
general planar motion or an object’s motion after eccentric impact.
Interactive web-based learning via CSA
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Interactive web-based learning serves as a supplement to a student’s classroom learning
experience. It provides an interactive environment similar to a traditional classroom, but provides
more attention to individual students’ needs. The individualized instruction, in which each
student responds actively to questions and problems and receives feedback for each response, has
advantages of efficiency and accelerates the learning curves of students 32. The interaction
enabled by the Web engages a student in the learning process, and the student also becomes selfmotivated in the discovery of new knowledge 33. Greeno et al. 24 noted the positive effect of
computer programs’ interactivities on student learning. By allowing students to manipulate and
observe simulations, interactive computer programs help students construct an understanding of
concepts. Activities that use a computer graphical interface are arranged to invite students to

form conjectures about conditions in which some properties are invariant and to try to construct
proofs that support those conjectures 24.
The navigation buttons in CSA modules and programs enable gradual presentation of
information to learners so that new information can appear step-by-step. For the CSA module
used in a Soil Mechanics course at the University of Arizona 34, interactive animations of key
topics, especially “difficult” ones, allow students to participate in the learning process rather than
be passive learners. A problem can be repeated with different values and as many times as
necessary for a student to master its solution. If students have difficulty in visualizing certain key
concepts at certain steps, within a mouse click, he or she receives instructions, and witnesses a
visualization of that step 34. As engineering mechanics courses use a lot of mathematic concepts,
the step-by-step design proves very helpful in presenting the process of deriving equations and
synchronizing them with animated contents 35. According to Mayer and Chandler 15, learners’
interaction with animation and their control over the flow of instructional information allows
them to acquire knowledge faster. Mayer and Chandler 15 found that simple user interaction
might affect both cognitive processing during learning and the cognitive outcome of learning.
For cognitive processing during learning, simple user interaction reduces the learner’s cognitive
load on working memory and enables the learner to construct a coherent mental model. For
cognitive outcomes, simple user interaction may lead to deeper understanding of scientific
systems 15.
Cognitive theory of multimedia learning
According to Sidhu, Ramesh, & Selvanathan 36, CSA modules and programs can be considered
multimedia learning because they deliver information in multiple formats, i.e., texts, images,
animations, audios, and videos. Cognitive theory of multimedia learning can be used here to
explain the effect of interactive web-based CSA modules on student learning outcomes.
According to Mayer & Moreno 37, learners process external representations via two separate
channels: visual and auditory. Each channel has limited capacity and actively processes only a
few pieces of information at any one time. The cognitive process of integrating the information
from the two channels with prior knowledge takes place when the learner has corresponding
pictorial and verbal representations in working memory at the same time (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. A cognitive theory of multimedia learning 37.

Most recently, Chan & Black 38 took this theory a step further by proposing an additional
multimedia representation of haptic channel to the above dual-channel model. With Chan &
Black’s model of learning, learners process information from the visual and auditory channels
and use their hands to interact with the content and receive immediate sensorimotor feedback
about causal interactions. Chan & Black 38 conducted an experiment with 157 seventh grade
students learning about Newtonian mechanics through three presentation formats: narrative-only,
narrative-and-statics-visuals, and narrative-and-animation. It was revealed that directmanipulation animation, a special form of animation that incorporates the haptic channel into the
learning process, helped learners facilitate their acquisition of mental models of systems 38.
The approach of combining three channels of multimedia representation is utilized extensively
by video game developers to create a real-world-like environment for gamers. In engineering
education, there are some studies combining animation and haptic channels into multimedia
learning software to enhance learners’ experiences in physics, statics, and dynamics 9, 39. For
example, in a Newton’s Second Law animation of two masses (cart and box) connected by a
cable, a flight joystick was used to provide feelings of the internal forces of the cart or box to the
learner’s hands while the learner was watching the animation on a computer screen. It was
argued that haptics-augmented animation software makes student learning deeper, more fun,
more compelling, and engaging.9
Metacognition
As noted by Ong & Mannan40, web-based applications are readily available for access. Students
can interact with course materials remotely from any location and progress at their own pace to
study the contents of course materials. This learning process was identified as a “metacognitive”
process. Metacognition refers to learners’ skills to predict their own performances on various
tasks and to monitor their current levels of mastery and understanding. Metacognition implies
that a metacognitive approach to instruction helps students take control of their own learning by
defining learning goals and monitoring their progress towards achieving learning goals 32. The
self-paced learning process has been implemented via a step-by-step procedure in most
interactive web-based CSA modules and programs. This procedure was found to help students
pursue their curiosity, review learning materials, explore more possibilities to solve a problem,
and find their way to understand phenomena that are in conflict with what they learned before.
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Budhu 34 found that the interactive CSA modules developed by himself enhanced student
learning through a self-paced, step-by-step procedure.34 As an illustration in his study, Budhu 34
used Mohr’s circle model in a step-by-step procedure to enhance student learning. Mohr’s circle
is used in engineering mechanics and other engineering disciplines to determine the stress state
of a body subjected to loads. Students often have difficulty visualizing components of stresses
acting on an arbitrarily selected plane through a rigid body. In the simulated, self-paced, step-bystep procedure, students clicked on a step, received instructions, and witnessed a visualization of
that step. The acts of moving through an animation step-by-step with navigation buttons served
as triggers of other steps or events and helped learners explore the derivation of an equation,
perform online calculation with particular values, or draw graphs with selected parameters.
Greeno et al.24 and Vos & Graaff 41 also referred to this active learning attitude as metacognition.

Development of Interactive Web-Based CSA Modules and Programs
Authoring tools, development software, and accessibility
Developers use proper software or collections of software components, called Authoring Tools,
to create or modify web content for use by other people. Authoring tools allow developers to
publish to the World Wide Web, to be read by people from all over the world, in many different
languages and on many different computers across browser platforms 43. Authoring tools have
been employed to write the web, from WYSIWYG HTML editors through software for updating
social media profiles, micro-blogging, and photo and video sharing to development kits like
Adobe Flash. Free or partially free software, such as some versions of C++, HTML editors,
DirectX, and OpenGL, are also used by educators to develop CSA modules and programs.
Some engineering educators have used commercially available software packages in teaching
their courses. These commercial software packages are multi-physics or multi-body solvers, such
as ANSYS and MSC Adams which can simulate many scientific and engineering problems in a
variety of engineering fields. The CSA modules developed based on these software packages
require proprietary compatible software on users’ computers to play animation. These
commercial software packages are powerful, and instructors do not need to spend financial and
human resources to develop CSA modules and programs. In addition, students have an
opportunity to learn high-end simulation packages that they will use in senior level courses and
in professional careers later on 43. However, because the commercial software packages are
comprehensive and require users to have full knowledge about the domain and to take time to
learn, the upfront and maintenance costs of these proprietary software packages are expensive
and can be afforded by large institutions only.
Commenting about Working Model, a proprietary simulation package in mechanics, Flori, Koen,
& Oglesby 28 noted that: “there are some drawbacks to using it in the first course in engineering
mechanics” for the above reasons. These modules may be suitable for lab computers on
campuses or distributed sparingly to lecturers for class presentations, as in the case of Cornwell 2
and Mazzei 43. Therefore, CSA modules and programs derived from proprietary software
packages are inaccessible to most students once they are off campus, or if they are from small
and remote colleges.
The accessibility of web-based CSA modules and programs from the client side is an important
construct for any animation developer. As the norm of today’ networking technology, in order to
be widely accessed through the Internet, simulation and animation modules and programs need
to be run on any Internet-ready computer from anywhere and at any time. An approach to
addressing the issues of software proprietary and accessibility is using Web plug-ins such as Java
applet, Shockwave, or Flash players. These players and plug-ins are free, pre-installed, and
constantly updated in the most common web browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Chrome, and Safari. This means that simulation and animation modules written for these plugins would be viewable by all visitors anytime and anywhere 40.
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In addition, Stanley 4, 28 argued that development costs may be the main reason why there is no
interactive CSA software developed in the mass scale for engineering education. Flori et al. 27

who developed Mechanics Software at the University of Missouri-Rolla, noted that “developing
these courses is resource-intensive” but considered the cost to be worth it because these
computer programs could offer “less faculty commitment than traditional lecture-based lectures.”
This is also the main approach that most engineering educators have used in recent years. Of the
eleven studies relating to CSA modules reviewed in this paper, 82% (n = 11) reported the use of
one or more free plug-ins to display their animation programs on the client side (see Appendices
A and B). Web-based interactive animation software may be developed either by creating Java
applets or by writing code in Adobe Flash Action Script 3, 4, 6.
Mathematic equations presentation and reusability
According to Enelund & Larsson 44, explicit mathematic equations, along with animated
contents, helped students gain self-confidence in using the CSA modules and programs.
Mathematic expressions, user inputs, and interactivities helped students understand the
mathematic principles behind simulation and animation, instead of, as Enelund & Larsson 44
stated, “running black box simulations with ready-made programs.” As engineering mechanics
courses use a lot of mathematic concepts, the presentation of mathematic equations is a crucial
part of a CSA module or program. Some CSA modules and programs show final equations as
parts of learning modules. Other CSA modules and programs utilize the interactive functionality
of navigation buttons to show step by step the deriving process of mathematical equations along
with animated graphics. For example, in the case of Structural Analysis (Figure 4), Sidhu et al.7
used different animation techniques (changing colors, alpha values, and arrows’ directions and
magnitudes) to show students various steps involved in analyzing the equations of equilibrium
for forces and moments acting on a structure’s components.
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Figure 4. Different animation techniques help student visualize steps to calculate forces and
moments acting on a structure’s components 7.

Furthermore, computers are heavily used to support the learning activities of today’s students,
such as doing research, reading course materials, accessing and submitting course assignments,
and even taking notes. Therefore, students need a seamless learning environment where they can
copy and paste contents among applications, or copy contents from learning materials and paste
them to their own notes for further self-study or lab reports, and so on. According to Humar et
al.35, the reusability of CSA modules and program contents, especially mathematic equations, via
“copy-and-paste” activities combined with the possibility of modifying equations and parameters
“can encourage students to make further calculations by themselves and thus investigate a
problem more seriously.” While Flash players and Java applets will not permit “copy-and-paste,”
MathML along with HTML or other markup languages can serve these functionalities.
Study Characteristics of Published Literature
The present study analyzed nine study characteristics among 11 published studies on the
development and assessments of CSA modules and programs in engineering mechanics. These
characteristics include 1) commonly-reported student learning outcomes; 2) sample sizes; 3) area
of study; 4) authoring tools, development software, and proprietary software on the client side; 5)
mathematic equation presentation; 6) user control; 7) other media besides animation; 8)
experimental design; and 9) data collection methods. These characteristics are analyzed in detail
in the following paragraphs.
1) Commonly-reported student learning outcomes: Nearly all published studies reported that
CSA modules and programs enhanced student learning (91%, n = 11) and student spatial
visualization skills (82%, n = 11). Seven studies (64%) claimed that CSA modules and programs
increased student enjoyment, while three studies (27%) reported that CSA modules and
programs motivated students to learn. In one study, students showed strong dissatisfaction after
using a CSA module. Students disagreed or strongly disagreed that the module helped them learn
and visualize the concepts involved 3. It was concluded that poorly-designed user interface and
interactive functions might have been the main causes making the module ineffective.
2) Sample sizes: Of the eleven studies reviewed, two studies (18%, n = 11) had sample sizes of
fewer than 50, four (37%) had sample sizes from 51 to 100, and three (27%) had sample sizes
over 100. In addition, two studies (18%) reported “students taking the courses/sections” instead
of specific numbers. Therefore, more than half of these studies were conducted with less than
100 student participants. The researchers typically assigned student participants from the same
class or section at the time of conducting their research study.
3) Area of study: Most of the reviewed studies investigated the use of CSA modules and
programs in learning dynamics (72%, n = 11). Two studies reported the use of CSA modules and
programs in learning statics (9%), and high school physics (9%), respectively.
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4) Authoring tools, development software, and proprietary software on the client side: Of the
eleven studies examined in the present study, only two researchers used commercial simulation
packages in teaching their courses, accounting for 18% (n = 11) of the studies. Eighty-two
percent of the studies used authoring software such as Adobe Flash (27%), Macromedia products
(now acquired by Adobe) (28%), or a combination of partially-free or free software, such as

C++, Java, VRML, and HTML (27% of all cases), to develop CSA modules and programs. It
was found that 82% of web-based CSA modules and programs made use of the availability of
software plug-ins that were pre-installed (and easily updated) in most common web browsers and
provided wide accessibility to students, and that 18% required some sorts of proprietary modules
on the client side to display computer simulation and animation. According to a recent survey
from Adobe in several countries, Flash player and Java plug-in, two free web browser plug-ins,
are available in 99% and 73% of Internet enabled PCs, respectively 45.
5) Mathematic equation presentation: Of the eleven articles examined, seven studies (64%)
showed mathematic equations, along with animated graphics, in their CSA modules and
programs. The other four studies (36%) just showed animations or animations with inputs and
outputs. The former group may be used as standalone learning units, whilst the latter group may
be used to assist student learning along with students’ own notes or other learning materials.
6) User control: Most CSA modules and programs provided users with plenty of control.
Seventy-three percent of studies (n = 11) permitted learners to control animation features at basic
levels such as “Stop,” “Play,” etc. Ninety-one percent of studies permitted learners to navigate
module contents via buttons such as “Next,” “Back,” “Fast Forward,” etc. Another 91%
permitted learners to change the values of input variables to investigate modules and verify
learners’ own parameters. One CSA program permitted learners to view animation results from
different angle views, giving learners an opportunity to explore the objects in 3D space 46.
7) Other media employed in CSA modules and programs: Two programs (18% of all studies)
used videos, one program (9%) used haptics as additional multimedia channels besides
animation, and eight programs (73%) use only animation in the CSA programs. According to the
cognitive theory of multimedia learning, videos are also a form of visual presentation of learning
materials. The information from animation and the information from video share the same visual
channel to enter a learner’s working memory. Therefore, video features in a computer animation
program provide learners with other visual iterations of the same content and may not reduce
extraneous cognitive load. The haptic channel requires haptic interfaces and devices to provide
realistic touch sensations coordinated with on-screen animation (e.g. force feedback joysticks).
None of the 11 studies examined presented learning content in both animation and narration.
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8) Experimental design: Most of the studies (9 of 11 cases, or 82%) employed One-Shot Case
Study design. One study (9%) dealt with Static Group Comparison design, and another study
(9%) used One-Group Pretest-Posttest design. The classification of experimental designs in
educational research is based on the work by Gall, Gall & Borg 47. In One-Shot Case Study
design, the learning with CSA modules and programs (i.e., experimental treatment) was
administered to a single group of students (or groups of students who were also treated as a
single group because all received the same treatment). Then a posttest and a questionnaire
survey were administered to measure the effects of CSA modules and programs. In Static Group
Comparison design, only students in the experimental group worked with the CSA module;
whilst students in the control group did not. Posttests were implemented in both groups to
measure the effectiveness of CSA modules and programs. In One-Group Pretest-Posttest design,
no control group was involved, and pretests and posttests were administrated to a single group of
students.

The problem with the above-described experimental designs is that student groups in these
designs were formed based on convenience (students in a classroom or a section) rather than
based on a random assignment. Gall et al.47 noted that: “experiments with random assignment are
highly recommended by most educators because they provide strong assurance that observed
effects are caused by experimental treatment and not by extraneous variables.” As for One-Shot
Case Study design, Gall et al.47 found that it had low internal validity and “yields meaningless
findings.” Hoffler & Neuter 11 noted possible extraneous variables such as prior knowledge,
spatial skills, motivation, and learners’ time spent on tasks, could also affect student learning
outcomes with CSA modules and programs.
9) Data collection methods: The methods used in collecting data in the 11 studies included
questionnaires (100%, n = 11), content analysis of students’ comments (36%), and scores of
performance tests (quizzes) (21%).
Suggestions and Conclusions
This paper has presented a critical literature review and analysis of interactive web-based CSA
modules and programs employed in engineering mechanics education. Representative online
CSA modules can also be found in Internet 50, 51. The results show that CSA enhanced students’
spatial visualization skills, improved their understanding of learning materials, and aroused their
interest in learning. Many published studies reported that CSA helped students visualize complex
phenomena in engineering mechanics, and explicitly showed the relationships among various
components of a complex system over time and space.
Cognitive Load Theory and cognitive theory of learning multimedia have been employed to
explain the CSA-based learning process and have offered suggestions to make CSA modules and
programs more effective. It is found that many existing CSA modules and programs developed
for engineering mechanics were not designed in a way in which cognitive principles associated
with Cognitive Load Theory could be adequately addressed in order to reduce cognitive load and
hence enhance student learning more effectively. Some technical aspects involved in the
development of interactive CSA modules and programs have also been discussed in this paper.
To maximize student learning outcomes, it is suggested that particular attention be paid to
control students’ cognitive load at an appropriate level when designing and implementing CSA
modules.
Finally, based on 11 published relevant studies, this paper has analyzed nine study characteristics
among these published studies. The results show that:
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1) Nearly all published studies reported that CSA modules and programs enhanced student
learning (91%, n = 11) and student spatial visualization skills (82%, n = 11).
2) More than a half of published studies were conducted with less than 100 student participants.
3) Most of the reviewed studies investigated the use of CSA modules and programs in learning
dynamics (72%, n = 11), rather than in learning statics.
4) Eighty-two percent of the reviewed studies used authoring software, such as Adobe Flash
(27%), Macromedia products (now acquired by Adobe) (27%), or a combination of free or

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

partially free software (such as C++, Java, VRML, and HTML) to develop CSA modules and
programs.
Of the eleven articles examined, seven studies (64%) showed mathematic equations, along
with animated graphics, in their CSA modules and programs.
Most CSA modules and programs provided users with plenty of control.
In addition to animation, other media employed in CSA modules and programs included
videos and haptics.
Most of the studies (9 of 11 cases, or 82%) employed a One-Shot Case Study design in which
only a single group of students were involved (that is with no comparison group).
The data collection methods used in the 11 studies included questionnaires (100%, n = 11),
content analysis of students’ comments (36%), and scores of performance tests (quizzes)
(21%).
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Notes:

Adobe Flash

(1)

: Number of students in questionnaire survey (1993) was reported as “students in the courses,” no specific number found.
: Numbers of students in questionnaire surveys (1994, 1999) were reported as “students in the courses,” no specific number found.
(3)
: Numbers of students in questionnaire surveys (2004) were reported as “students in the courses,” no specific number found.
(4)
: The package can work alone on PCs or be put on web servers to distribute to users 48.
(2)
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Appendix B: Summary of Literature Review
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